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HEALTH ISSUES FOR GUIDES
by June Bratcher
Being a professional
tour guide is not for
the weak! It is a
demanding job that
requires more than
just history and
knowledge of your tour
sites. It also requires that the tour guide be in top
notch shape physically. To qualify as a tour guide, you
must be sure you can handle the rigorous demands
of this vocation.
I want to give you an idea of what that involves. It begins
with an annual physical. This will verify that you are
basically healthy having no signs of high blood pressure,
diabetes, heart disorder etc. It is just better to ‘know
before you go.’ Also, be sure your flu shots and helpful
vaccinations are up to date as you are exposing yourself
to people from around the world every day.
It is critical to maintain your stamina. You may not think
of it as stamina, but walking long distances, climbing
stairs and getting on and off the coach multiple times
each day takes a toll on your body. What adds to this is
that every day is different, so a regular habit of cardio
exercise and strength training would be helpful. This
will be especially necessary if you need to help a passenger
who has fallen or even one who needs to lean on you
while walking to the bus or a place to rest.
There are some things that can almost go without saying,
but are very important:
Stay well hydrated and keep lozenges on hand for
your throat.

Wash your hands often.
Use sunscreen and don’t forget to reapply regularly.
Wear clothing in layers to fit the season so you can
peel off or add more as needed.
Protect your eyes with sunglasses year-round.
Use shade to your advantage for you and your coach.
Don’t stand or park in the sun if you don’t have to so
you can keep your cool.
Be sure there is plenty of water on board year-round.
Shoes – so important- must be comfortable. High heels
are never acceptable especially in getting on and off
the coach.
On long trips, there will be down time, so go ahead and
sit down and rest with your seat belt fastened, of course.
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NFTGA Announces the
2018 Biennial Conference!
The upcoming NFTGA biennial conference
is scheduled for February 20th to 23rd, 2018,
in Philadelphia, PA. Our host will be the
newly renovated Wyndham Philadelphia
Historic District at 400 Arch Street. It’s steps
away from Independence Park in the heart
of Old City Philadelphia, so there's history,
nightlife and great food right at your door.
On top of that, the Wyndham has given us a
terrific rate of $119 per night per room.
2018 marks the 20 th annniversary of the
founding of the NFTGA and the 10 th
anniversary of APT (the Association of
Philadelphia Tour Guides) so Conference
Chair and former APT President Bob Skiba
promises that this will be a very special event!
You won't want to miss it. Registration will
open later in the summer.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
I hope everyone is well
and touring is busy.
Your Board continues
to communicate on a
regular basis concerning
NFTGA business.
We have some very
important issues facing
us at this time:
The first thing is that
we need a NFTGA
member to coordinate
our insurance program.
Insurance, as we all
know, is one of the major benefits of belonging to
NFTGA. We need someone who can work with the
organization’s members and with the insurance company
when payments are due. Otherwise, we need a person
who is willing to learn and work with other members
who can advise them on this important task. A full
description of the Insurance Administrator position
has been sent to all member association treasurers.
Please give it some thought and consider helping your fellow
members with this important position.
We have been fortunate to have an outstanding Board
for the last two years. But several of its members
will be leaving the Board at the end of this term.
Now is the time for you to consider running for the
new Board. Help us keep the momentum going with
new ideas on how we can better serve our members
and our industry. This is your opportunity to grow
and become a motivational leader. All positions on
the Board are open with the one stipulation that any
nominee for President must have served a full term
on the Board to be considered. Copies of the
Revised Nomination Policies and Procedures manual
have been sent to all member association presidents
and secretaries.
Come on in and get involved in this fantastic organization, formed
to help you, our all-important member.

FROM THE EDITOR
I freely admit that
I am an unabashed
social butterfly.
There are few things
in the world that I
love more than large
gatherings of people
with similar passions
and interests, all
armed with great
conversation. This
is the primary reason
I am on pins and
needles in excited
anticipation of the upcoming NFTGA conference in
Philadelphia. I know there will be business to conduct,
workshops, keynote speakers etc. But frankly, I’m
most looking forward to the networking.
Many of you are, no doubt, familiar with the Broadway
musical The King and I and its most famous song:
“Getting to Know You”. Just as the schoolmistress
recognizes getting acquainted with her students as the
most useful tool and the most rewarding benefit
of teaching, I say the same is true of our work
in the tourism trade. And it is certainly true of our
participation in the NFTGA. There are so many cities
here in our own country that it had never occurred
to me to put on my “to see” list, and others that I
felt I had well and truly “done”. Getting to know so
many of you, who have a knowledge and passion
for those cities has kindled my interest to visit or
revisit every one of them. So yes, networking may
be a fun social activity. But I can testify – as both a
guide and a tourist – it is also professionally valuable.
Truly the best of both worlds.
So, to the brilliant writers whom I have only met
on the internet, and the enthusiastic readers whose
names I don’t even know, let me say how truly eager
I am to see you in Philadelphia. How sincerely
I look forward to getting to know you.

Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
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HEALTH ISSUES FOR GUIDES continued from page 1
Tips that add to your tour:
Be sure there is a first aid kit on board and check to see that it is stocked. If not, ask the driver to take care of it.
When possible, have some things in the ice chest just in case a passenger requests it, like orange juice. He or
she maybe diabetic.
Be prepared for any weather with gloves, scarf and small umbrella.
It is a good idea to be aware of basic health issues by taking a Red Cross course to deal with emergencies that
might come up. You cannot diagnose or treat any passenger, but you should be able to recognize health
problems like sun stroke or heat exhaustion in yourself or a passenger.
Have a plan for medical emergencies knowing the proper steps to take until you can get help. Also, have the
phone numbers handy to get help and the location of emergency clinics in the area you are touring.
Be aware of any local outbreaks and the symptoms where you are guiding and watch for them.
Have emergency items on hand like tissues, thermometer and ice pack.
Have hand sanitizer to use or pass as people get back on the bus after a stop or before a snack.
Final Word:
In really hot weather, I like to have a couple packages of handwipes in the ice chest. As people get on the coach,
they can take a couple to wipe their face, neck and hands. It is cool and refreshing and they will love you for it.
June Bratcher is a registered nurse and owner of Daisy Charters & Shuttles, a corporate member of the Professional Tour
Guide Association of San Antonio. Her book You’re Driving Me Crazy! is available on Amazon. For more information,
visit www.daisycharters.com.

CHINATOWN HEAT
by Jared Goldstein
In mid-July, New York City often has
a heat wave, meaning consecutive days
over 90 degrees (F), plus humidity,
which brings up the heat index,
making it dangerous to be outdoors.
I freelance for several tour agencies,
which means I usually get no input
into the planning of the tour, much
less knowing its focus until after I
meet the tour director in front of
the group as it mills about waiting
for the tour to commence.
Once, a tour agency I was working for
gave me that tour director’s number
the day before the tour, and I advised
her about the heat conditions, recommending plenty of water for the
Summer 2017

tourists. Unfortunately, due to the distance they were
traveling, about five or six hours from Pennsylvania,
just south of Corning, NY, they couldn’t have an air
conditioned bus tour, instead of a walking tour, since
the driver was required a break after such a long drive.
They contracted for a two hour walking tour and that
was what they were getting – heat advisory or not.
I made a speech at the beginning of the tour, requesting, dryly, for each of them to try to give me
five minutes notice before fainting, and to watch
out for each other since we were in a heat advisory.
I also told them to hydrate.
Little Italy and Chinatown’s crowded, winding, and tiny
streets with narrow sidewalks make for a challenge
even in good weather, let alone with dozens in tow.
I was mindful of making frequent breaks, in the shade,
and walking on the shady side of the streets. Most of
the group seemed to range from their thirties to their
fifties, with several folks with weight and mobility
issues, as is wont for America’s car culture. I was
on tenterhooks.
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After I showed them the Transfiguration
Church, a 13-year old girl/young woman on tour
needed to lean against a stoop; she was feeling
faint. After a few minutes, she said she was
feeling alright, and started to walk when her legs
gave out; eyes closed, she slumped, crumpling
rapidly towards concrete. I tossed my lightsaber
(a popular guide baton) onto the sidewalk and
caught the back of her head about four inches
above the pavement. Good catch!

Chinatown, NYC,
in the heat of summer.

The tour trailing behind was nearly a block long,
with the stragglers huffing and puffing. The tour
itself was less than a mile and a half, maybe even
less than a mile, but we were walking in mid-day
heat, starting at 1pm, and Chinatown is known
for its smells, jostling crowds, and exotica, such
as smelly fish and its effluvia.
80% of the way into the tour, I conducted it from the
inside of the CitiBank lobby on Chatham Square, at
the juncture of the old and new Chinatowns, a very
interesting spot. It was odd, though, thirty-eight of us
crowding into an ATM lobby with me talking about
changing Chinese immigration patterns, the Opium
Wars, Lin Xe Zu, the Spanish-Portuguese Jewish Burial
Ground, the African Burial Ground, and the Five
Points (of Gangs of New York fame).
The bank employees and customers were most obliging,
hospitable, and forebearant, although, I sensed, if I
spoke for a few more minutes, an Assistant Associate
Manager was going to ask us to bank or leave. I was
balancing several priorities while giving my talk.
We were two blocks from Five Points itself, and four
blocks (about a five-minute walk) from the Emergency
Cooling Center that I looked up on the NYC.gov
website before the tour. This was going to be our final
destination before braving the heat and humidity for
the next four blocks to the bus.
The plan was to take us to the Cooling Center before
heading to the bus, and give folks a chance to buy
ice cream at the Bayard Ice Cream Factory up the
block that we passed by earlier. But “The best laid
schemes o’ mice an’ men / Gang aft a-gley.” (often
go astray), as Robert Burns wrote.
Summer 2017

Turns out, when we left the bank, about five
minutes before, some of the tourists saw her
eyes rolling back in her head!! Nice of them to
tell me when it could have been useful information.
I am not sure if breaking in the bank, which seemed
to be a bit of a relief, made things worse or not with
the rapid temperature transitions.
We gave her water and poured it on her head. The tour
director stayed with her as I led the rest of the group
to the Chinese American Planning Council’s Senior
Citizen Center, which was delightfully air conditioned,
as nearly a thousand Asian seniors played mahjong,
cards, or Chinese musical instruments.
I returned back to the faint-crew and the girl was on
her feet. We led her to ice cream, which revived her
quite nicely.
The group spent about 25 minutes in the cooling
center, which had water and restrooms, and afforded
a bunch of us “Loh Fahns” (Chinese for “Honky”
or “white rice” or “white ghost”) the opportunity to
experience some real vernacular Chinese culture that
was unabashedly itself, not trying to project itself for
commercialization.
I told the group that “I aim for my tours to be
unforgettable, but that this was ridiculous!”
We then headed through the heat for Canal between
Baxter and Centre Streets, on the shady breezy side, to
meet their bus. I got a great tip, about 56%, and I was
really glad that I caught that girl’s head before it cracked
on concrete. I felt bad about giving them a tour in
that kind of weather, but I did the best I could.
Jared ‘the tour guide’ Goldstein is a member of the Guides
Association of New York City. To tour with Jared, contact
jaredg@pipeline.com.
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WILD ONIONS, BROTHERLY
LOVE, AND KINDRED BRONZE*
by Krista August

The oldest statue in Chicago’s
Lincoln Park commands a
remote lakefront location,
slightly north of Diversey
Harbor.
This life-sized,
naturalistic bronze depicts an
Ottawa family of Indians; the
mother, the father, and the
baby, with a wolf-like dog.

In creating this commemorative art, Ryerson involved
himself to ensure a sympathetic and historically accurate
portrayal. Ryerson spoke at the 1884 unveiling ceremony
before one hundred of Chicago’s early citizens and
said in part:
“I have caused the construction of this statue to commemorate the
Ottawa race of Indians with whom I spent several years of my
early manhood. While with them I saw much that was good
and noble and I looked upon them as my friends. There are
but few white people now living who understand that race as I
did a half a century ago… I therefore hope… that this statue
will serve to show posterity for all time to come the opinion in
which some of his co-existent white men held the Indian.”

An old photo shows that the
bronze is not in its original
The Alarm – Chicago
form. Feather forms once
decorated the male figure’s headpiece. A collar adorned
his neck, perhaps suggesting a necklace of bear claws.
Reportedly a tomahawk was held in hand, although
old photos reveal what looks to be a peace pipe. A
handle or guard, barely visible in either image, was
attached to the papoose. From my own visits to the
statue, it is obvious the dog’s tail is also broken off.
Originally bronze bas-reliefs decorated the base. Three
of these original reliefs were reportedly stolen. Pinkgranite incised reliefs replicate the original images and
are titled The Corn Dance, The Peace Pipe, Forestry, and
The Hunt.
One is likely surprised to learn that details are missing
because it appears entirely whole and remains a dignified
representation of a noble
people who once inhabited this Great Lakes
region.
Titled The Alarm, the
monument was donated
to Lincoln Park by Martin
Ryerson (1818-1887) who
commissioned New Yorkborn artist John Joseph
Boyle to honor his early
friends. As a young man,
Ryerson had traded furs
with the Ottawa Indians.
The Stone Age –

The success of The Alarm inspired Philadelphia to
commission Boyle to create an Indian group for their
fair city. Consequently, he rendered The Stone Age,
which depicts an Indian mother with two babes and
a bear cub at her feet. The Stone Age, completed in 1887,
graces Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.
Boyle’s original sketch for Philadelphia portrayed
the Indian mother defending her family from a large
eagle that flapped its wings while it struggled from a
vulnerable position on the ground. The commissioning
committee did not want the possibility of a political
interpretation, e.g. the symbol of our nation in a weak
position, and asked Boyle to edit this early concept.
Boyle did not
just portray Indian
subjects. Another
masterpiece is his
glorious depiction
of
Benjamin
Franklin (1899) at
the University of
Pennsylvania.
*Chicago is derived
from an Indian
word meaning
“place of wild
onions.”
Benjamin Franklin – Philadelphia
Krista August is
the author of the award-winning Giants in the Park: A Guide
to Portrait Statues in Chicago’s Lincoln Park and is a
member of Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Association. For
more information, contact www.GiantsinthePark.com.

Philadelphia
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OUR HOUSE —
The Davis-Horton House

1873, the house
was relocated to
11th & K Street
after Anna Scheper
purchased it. She
had a contract
with the county to
run it as a county
hospital, getting $1
per patient per day.

by Patricia Foley

Tucked in the San Diego Gaslamp
Quarter amongst the hotels, condos
and business offices is one of the
first wooden structures in the city.
This cute “saltbox” style house has
its roots with San Diego as far back
as 1850 and shares the name of two
San Diego’s earliest pioneers.

While at 11th & K,
the House was sold
The Davis-Horton House — San Diego
to the Lohmans
Shortly after California became a part of the United
who use it as a boarding house. Whether intentionally or
States in 1850, San Diego became incorporated and
not, one boarder was a German spy who monitored
East Coast folks started heading west to discover
activity while the Navy was establishing San Diego as
the newest state in the Union. One such pioneer
the home of their West Coast fleet.
was William Heath Davis, who was persuaded by his
government-employed surveyor friend to come see San The Lohmans left the house to their adopted son George
Deyo, who in turn, left it to his descendants and final
Diego. Davis saw the potential the harbor had to offer
owners of the house, the Lanuzas. They ultimately sold
and quickly put plans into motion to develop the area
it to folks who lovingly recognized the history of the
near the present day Gaslamp Quarter. This included
House and donated it to the City of San Diego as a
redirecting 8 to 10 wooden houses that were built in
Maine and shipped around Cape Horn to their location museum. During this transition, the House was relocated
to its current location and now serves as the Gaslamp
near present day Market & State Street. Unfortunately,
Museum at the Davis-Horton House.
due to some economic setbacks, Davis had to abandon
his efforts and the Army took possession of the houses
The 2-story house is open for tours, either self-guided
to use as barracks. Although Davis never actually lived
or audio. Options also include a walking tour of the
in this house, we pay homage to his early efforts by
Gaslamp Quarter. Each room provides a chapter into
including his name on the house.
the house’s history and also includes photos of William
Heath Davis, Alonzo Horton, and George Deyo. There
Almost 20 years later, in 1867, Alonzo Horton learned
are many more tidbits to see than can be presented in
about the area and the abandoned efforts of Davis.
these pages.
Arriving in San Diego on a steam ship from San
Francisco, Horton immediately saw the potential and Hopefully
quickly got the ball rolling to purchase 960 areas for $260. you get a
chance to
Horton is known as the Father of San Diego who led
tour
the
efforts to develop the city, including setting land aside
House
on
for present day Balboa Park and relocating the center of
your visit to
commerce from Old Town to the current downtown
San Diego.
area. Horton actually lived in this house for a period
which is why his name is also associated with the house.
Patricia
Foley is a
The Parlor
In addition to
these two men, Docent at the
Davis-Horton House, conducts walking tours of the
the house has
other interesting Gaslamp District, and is a member of the San Diego
residents to add Professional Tour Guide Association. To tour with Patti,
contact patriciafoley65@gmail.com.
to the history of
the house. In
The Lohman-Deyo Study
Summer 2017
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INTERNATIONAL POW WOW — 2017 by Ellen Malasky
From June 3-7, Washington DC welcomed over 6,400 attendees from 70 countries, including over 1,300 international
and domestic travel buyers and a record 530 journalists from the U.S. and abroad to IPW 2017. The annual IPW is
the largest generator of international travel to the United States. The conference not only included meeting sessions
and appointments but also two outstanding evening events, including a concert on the National Mall by Aloe
Blacc and an evening at the Washington Nationals stadium with the opportunity to go on the field, have batting
practice, and view a beautiful fireworks display. Destination DC did an outstanding job in planning and executing the
conference and was especially thankful to the many local tour guides who volunteered to help in its success. Guides
not only provided over 25 tours to conference attendees and members of the media but also volunteered with
registration, hospitality and transportation. Next year’s IPW will be held in Denver, Colorado from May 19-23.
Ellen Malasky is a member of the Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC and vice president of the National
Federation of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Ellen, contact ellenguide1@gmail.com.

TECH TALK — Touring by Bus for the First Time
by Donna Primas
An author and experienced tour guide wrote me
recently indicating that he would be giving his first
ever motorcoach tour. He has often led walking tours,
but he had never worked with a driver before, had to
provide directions, and fit sights into a relatively
short (2-hour) motorcoach tour itinerary.
He outlined his draft itinerary, asked a few questions,
and wanted me to provide feedback. My lengthy
response surprised him, as he was unaware of many of
the intricacies of touring on a 55-passenger coach.
Here are a few of the tips I offered him:
Buses are longer and take longer. Allow extra
time to travel the same route in a bus (compared to a
car). Motorcoaches sometimes have lower speed
limits, their engines are not as peppy, and larger
vehicles are more difficult to maneuver. Right hand
turns with motorcoaches are particularly tricky going
onto narrow streets.
Conduct pre-need research. Prior to your tour
day, check websites or call places you plan to visit
and inquire about parking and loading zones near
them. If you have the opportunity, do a dry run of
the route, observing signage, noting where there are
loading zones and open curbs, and timing the trip.
Obey signage and laws. Work as a team with your
Consult with
withhim
himand
anddraw
drawononhishisknowledge
knowledge
driver. Consult
and expertise. Only offload at a curb and where
permitted.
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permitted. An experienced local driver probably knows
the legal drop offs near key attractions and may know
an efficient route to circle back for pick up. An out-oftown driver will require extra attention. Remember, you
might be leading the tour, but the driver is the one
who gets a ticket if police spot the coach stopping or
loading where it is not legal to do so!
There is no such thing as a 10-minute stop! If you
have a large (50+ pax) coach, it takes at least five
minutes just to get everyone off, then at least another
five minutes to get everyone on. People always need to
grab a camera, put on a jacket, sip a beverage, or get
out a phone or snack. It is always best to think of
each stop as 20 minutes minimum; longer if you will
walk a short way, cross a street, or have distractions.
Have at least one stop, even on a 2-hour tour.
People may not need to use the restroom, but most
will appreciate the chance to stretch their legs, buy a
souvenir, have a coffee, or get a snack. Recognize
that the more distractions there are, the longer
the stop will take. Fifty people using small or busy
restrooms may take 20-30 minutes. If there is a
selection of shops at the stop, or if you must walk a
bit to the restrooms, a scheduled 30-minute break
can easily stretch to 40-45 minutes.
A pause can please. When you have a large coach
and group, rather than stopping and offloading, many
“stops”
stops are often better as a “pause”. If the weather
is hot and humid or blustery, staying in the climatecontrolled coach interior may be preferable. Also, the
taller
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taller bus perspective may help everyone see sculptures,
buildings, or fountains better than if they approach on
foot. Further, a short stop without offloading may allow
people from both sides of the coach to have a chance
to frame and shoot a photo through the window while
the vehicle is still without any heads in the way.
Safety is key! Avoid having a group walk across a
street. If you must cross, cross only at crosswalks and
with the traffic lights, and keep the group together.
Lead any walking portion at a slow pace. Let visitors
take photos, look up at the skyscrapers, converse, or
check their phone—until it is time to cross the street.
Then they should mind traffic, walk briskly, and
watch where they step.
Weekend tours can be wonderful. Unless there is a
festival in town snarling traffic, touring on a weekend
is often easier than during the week, especially if you
start in the morning. Roadway, sewer and bridge repairs
happen Monday through Friday, not usually on weekends. There are also more public transportation buses
and delivery trucks on the streets on weekdays, which
makes tour progress slower. On the weekend, it is not
unusual to finish your usual “4-hour” tour routing
with 30 to 60 minutes to spare.

Is there some issue you would like to see addressed
in the TECH TALK column? Please email your
questions or suggestions to Donna Primas at
primascopy@aol.com.
Donna
Primas has been giving tours of the greater Chicago
.
area in Spanish and English since 1983. She has been an
instructor, panelist and guest speaker at a variety of colleges
and private institutions since 1992.
Summer 2017

WELCOME TO OUR NEW
INDUSTRY PARTNER, AIANTA
by Ellen Malasky
We are very pleased to announce that American Indian
Alaska Native Tourism Association (AIANTA) is our
newest Tourism Industry Partner.
Here is the association’s description on their website:
As the only organization specifically dedicated to advancing
Indian Country tourism across the United States, the
American Indian Alaska Native Tourism Association
(AIANTA) serves as the voice and resource for tribes
and tribal organizations engaged in cultural tourism.
AIANTA helps tribes develop, sustain, and grow tourism
destinations through technical assistance, training and
educational resources.
Working on behalf of all 567 federally recognized tribes
and Native Hawaiians, AIANTA supports and promotes
authentic Indian Country tourism. We provide technical
assistance, training, and resources to tribes, and work
hard to make sure that tribal tourism has a voice at the
national level.
—
We look forward to sharing information among our
associations and hopefully to meeting AIANTA members
at our February NFTGA Conference in Philadelphia.
Ellen Malasky is vice president of the National Federation
of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Ellen, contact
ellenguide1@gmail.com.
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WHERE TO FIND
WORLD WAR I
MEMORIALS

organizations and individuals that wish to
restore and refurbish WWI memorials that need
help after nearly 100 years of exposure. Their
mission is simple, “to encourage the restoration
and maintenance of World War I monuments
across the country.”

by Kevin Fitzpatrick
The Great War may have
started in 1914 with the
assassination of AustriaHungary’s Archduke Franz
Ferdinand by a Serbian
nationalist, but the United
States didn’t declare war on
Germany and the Central
Powers until April 1917. As
America remembers and
honors World War I on the
centennial of U.S. entry into
the war, there is no shortage of
monuments and memorials
for guides to show visitors.

There are memorials in every state dedicated to
the Great War, but no state has more of them
than New York. In WWI, one in ten servicemen
was from New York, more than any other
state. When the war ended, the rush to create
memorials was started. New York City and its
dense population erected sixteen Doughboy
sculptures among nearly 200 WWI locations.

Six years before sculptor Burt W. Johnson
produced a Doughboy sculpture for Hell’s
Kitchen, his memorial in Woodside, Queens, was
already completed, installed, and dedicated. This
is “Returning Soldier” also called the “Woodside
Doughboy” since 1923. This bronze sevenReturning Soldier – Woodside
foot-high Doughboy stands on a granite
It is not an exaggeration to say there are more WWI
pedestal designed by Architect C. N. Knight. The
memorials in the U.S. than for any other conflict. It’s a
Doughboy is standing with his helmet off, head
fact. After the Armistice was signed on November 11,
wrapped in a bandage, and his rifle at his side. He is
1918, it seems like the memorial committees already
looking downward and somber. Inscribed “Lest We
began putting their ideas into motion.
Forget” it echoes the 1897 poem “Recessional” by
Rudyard Kipling that begins:
The U.S. is not letting WWI continue to be called “the
forgotten war” as we remember the centennial. The
God of our fathers, known of old—
U.S. World War I Centennial Commission, chartered
Lord of our far-flung battle-line—
by Congress with commissioners appointed by the
Beneath whose awful hand we hold
president, have a dozen different initiatives up and
Dominion over palm and pine—
running to educate the public and remember the
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
conflict. These are two:
Lest we forget—lest we forget!
If you’re not sure if your hometown has a WWI
monument, check out the Memorial Hunters Club
(WW1CC.org/hunter). This program is designed to
create a national database of memorials and monuments,
from small personal memorials to large sculptures by
renowned creators. They are accepting photos, creating a
map to the locations, and documenting the information.
It will all be turned over to the National Archives.

The memorial is near where citizen-soldiers mustered
before the war; today it’s a focal point for any patriotic
occasion. It is called Doughboy Park and is located at
Woodside Avenue at Fifty-Sixth Street. When it was
unveiled on Memorial Day 1923 a parade of more than
five thousand proceeded to the streets to the statue. In
the front row of the grandstand were Gold Star Mothers.
The sculpture was also a critical success: The American
Federation of Arts selected it in 1928 as the best war
memorial of its kind.

Another program that the Centennial Commission
is managing is “100 Cities/100 Memorials.”
(WW1CC.org/100Memorials) The Commission and
the Pritzker Military Museum & Library jointly launched
the program two years ago with the support of the
American Legion. Grants are being awarded to

A Doughboy sculpture shares common elements: the
American Expeditionary Forces uniform of 1917-1918,
steel helmet, puttees (wool leg wraps), rifle, and bayonet.
One facet of these WWI sculptures is the pose the
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produced by cemetery and
mausoleum companies
in the 1920s and 1930s.
There are so many they
are tracked online. By far
the most popular memorial
statue is “Spirit of the
American Doughboy” by
sculptor E.M. Viquesney.
Holding a rifle (if it hasn’t
been stolen) and a grenade,
the work is easily identified
(if not great art). These
are standing in parks and
public spaces in almost 40
states. For fans of the work,
there is a Facebook page,
www.facebook.com/thed
107 th Infantry Memorial – Central Park
oughboysearchers/ where
Doughboy is taking. Action poses, with rifle thrust out,
users post photos of sculptures they locate.
is “over the top” and both dynamic and heroic. These
Monuments and memorials are across the country
soldiers are in a fighting stance looking for the enemy;
and are not difficult to locate. But if there is one place
these are not ones that were chosen by New York. The
that should be on any traveler’s list, that is the National
city has soldiers that are pensive and reflective. Some
World War I Museum and Memorial of the United
of the other notable WWI Doughboy sculptures to find
States in Kansas City (www.theworldwar.org). After
in NYC are north of Times Square, Father Francis
th
years of being overlooked, it has recently been expanded
Duffy, the chaplain of the Fightin’ 69 Regiment.
and renovated. It was dedicated by General John J.
Next to Central Park is the 107th
Pershing not long after residents
Infantry Memorial. The sculpture
raised the funds in 1919 to erect it,
on Fifth Avenue at East 67th Street
$2.5 million in ten days, about $34
is one of the most drama-infused
million today. It holds an incredible
of any Doughboy sculpture created.
collection of artifacts, military items,
Seven men burst from the woods
weapons, and ephemera.
and earth in attack, just like the
As America remembers the centennial
regiment’s assault on the German
of the Great War, any city on the map
lines. Note the expressions on
is not a great distance from a WWI
their faces, of terror, desperation,
memorial of some note.
courage, and determination. The
soldiers have fixed bayonets as they
Kevin C. Fitzpatrick is the author
charge away from Central Park.
of World War I New York: A Guide
The sculptor was the only one in
to the City’s Enduring Ties to the
New York with actual combat
Great War (Globe Pequot). He is a
experience: Karl Illava was an Army
member of the Guides Association of
nd
dispatch rider with the 102 Train
New York City and has been guiding
Headquarters in France, rising
since 1999. For more information, visit
to the rank of sergeant major.
FitzpatrickAuthor.com.
Doughboy sculptures were so
popular that they were massFather Duffy – Times Square
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NEWS YOU CAN USE by Joe DeGregorio
Looking for something different to “entertain” the membership during a scheduled meeting? The St. Louis
association has for years been reserving a meeting month, usually August, to “tour” a site in the greater
metropolitan area.
The venues have been quite varied and entertaining such as ethnic or famous neighborhoods, f abulous
Forest Park, an historic cemetery where many local and national celebrities are buried, and for August
2017, the attendees will be led by Education Committee head, Joan Huisinga on a downtown excursion
with stops at sites not always on the typical tour guide’s agenda, such as a fashion center. This of course
allows for the opportunity to learn new or hidden facts about your turf to use on future tours. It’s also
time to learn more about the expertise of other guides in a relaxed atmosphere.
Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of St. Louis and a board member of the
National Federation of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Joe, contact joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.

NFTGA Needs a New
Insurance Coordinator
Insurance is one of the primary
reasons some associations
choose to join NFTGA. The
member who serves as
insurance coordinator does a
very important job! Could that
be you?
If anyone can assist NFTGA
with these responsibilities, please
contact any board member as
soon as possible. This person
should be experienced with
Excel spread-sheets and sending
emails with attachments.

Save the Dates for These
Important Conferences
August 25-29, 2017
NTA Contact, Charleston, SC
August 25-29, 2017
SYTA Ann. Conference, Albuquerque, NM
September 11-14, 2017
AIANTA Conference, Green Bay, WI
September 14-15, 2017
Tourism Cares Volunteer Event, Detroit, MI
November 14-18, 2017
NAI National Conference, Spokane, WA
December 14-18, 2017
NTA Travel Exchange, San Antonio, TX

